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Abstract 

 

 Three dimensional graphical user interfaces is a subject long studied, but due to 

its technical dependency on large amounts of processing power, it has not been possible 

to implement until recently.  This is due to the recent advances of a computing  

technology that centers around special processors, created specifically for processing  

vertices and triangles, named graphical processing units or GPU’s.  By grouping small or 

large amounts of GPU’s together, real time rendering with interactivity is now possible.   

Due to these recent advances in computing technology there has been a recent  

research interest in the HCI realm focused on spatial interactive devices and  

complementary technologies.  Our own research focuses on creating and evaluating a 3D 

user interface system based on the fundamental principles that have made 2D user  

interface systems enhance user productivity and become widely adopted.    

3D dimensional interfaces are now becoming important because of the recent  

advances and changes in input devices made commercially available to the public and  

industry.  With the increase in networking technology and the advent of low-power  

inexpensive integrated circuits(IC’s), new types of input devices are possible that capture 

input in 3D space and output recorded data formatted using 3D spatial coordinates.  

These types of devices are perfect for manipulating objects in 3D space.  This paper  

introduces a technology system that was created after reviewing existing research and 

then used to create an application on top of the system framework that provides research 

data on 3D user interface applications. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Motivation 

The success of two dimensional user interfaces (UIs) has played a major role in 

the advancement of the computer industry.  They are typically composed of 2D UI ele-

ments that perform some task and perform it very well.  These 2D UI elements working 

together create an application interface that facilitates an advantage in doing or perform-

ing some task or action.  User interfaces are used to enter data, retrieve data, work with 

data, and to help analyze data, while helping users perform every day repetitive tasks 

more efficiently.  They do this in a variety of ways, including but not limited to decreas-

ing cognitive load, organizing data to be used with other data, or helping users understand 

complex data structures or sets.  After the increase in computational power, thanks to 

computer hardware advancements and the success of user interfaces, user interfaces also 

became popular through the use of graphical images and data that was represented in 

some type of graphical form.   

 Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) are now a standardized way of interacting with 

computer systems and entertainment consoles.  Currently, in two dimensional GUIs, a 

windowing system is typically used and multiple windows are displayed for the user to 

interact with.  Some basic attributes of any UI element are size, shape, and colour, to 

name a few.  In traditional GUI’s most shapes were rectangular, though more recently 

circular elements have been used more frequently and dimensional size was the most 

dominant characteristic 
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Cognition and response time is a topic important to Human Computer Interaction 

(HCI), in which user interface studies are a primary aspect of the HCI curriculum.  In 

general, these are the benchmarking variables considered when developing a new user in-

terface, as the more real-time a complex system is with many elements or complex ele-

ments, the more effective it can be [2][19][20].  By comparing and contrasting 2D UIs 

with 3D UIs, information can be retrieved on what aspects of design and which technolo-

gies work well together.  Current graphical user interfaces help facilitate more productiv-

ity at the workplace and provides ease of use, when used for relaxation and personal en-

joyment.  Visual feedback and visual technologies help users of all different types and 

backgrounds interact with software more efficiently and also enable a higher level of un-

derstanding of the work or activities being completed.  With the introduction of 3D com-

puter graphics, quite a lot of research is currently underway to utilize 3D graphics tech-

nologies with new types of interaction devices, for a variety of purposes, however, 3D 

user interfaces systems are a new and growing subset of 3D graphic technology research 

in HCI [1].     

This thesis evaluates a 3D user interface application built upon a custom 3D ren-

dering framework and 3D UI API, which is designed to easily be cross-platform compati-

ble and hardware graphics accelerated. 

1.2 Research Question 

  This thesis seeks to answer the simple question: Can a 3D user interface be as ef-

fective and efficient as it’s more common 2D counterpart, in particular, when performing 

a common task such as colour selection? 

 We examine this question from the aspects of accuracy of colour selection (how 

close is the selected colour to the desired colour) and efficiency (how long does it take to 

make a selection). 

1.3 Contribution 

This thesis uses colour selection as the primary user study to help us begin to un-

derstand 3D user interfaces, and a video game controller.  These technologies were both 
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chosen because of the simplicity and familiarity to use.  Most computer users in the world 

have used a colour selector in some shape or form, and a game controller is designed to 

be simple for anyone, at any age, to be able to control 3D objects.  In order to facilitate 

answering our research question, we conduct a comparison of colour matching applica-

tions, one using mouse with 2D HSV colour selector, the second using a game controller 

with 3D HSV colour selector, and compare the accuracy and time to completion for each 

set of colours. 

Broadly speaking, this thesis outlines the following core contributions 

 An implementation of a 3D HSV colour selector 

 A 3D UI framework 

 A user study comparing colour selection with a 2D UI and a 3D UI 
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Chapter 2  Background 

 

 

 
Graphical interfaces are effective because they are easy to understand and quick 

to work with.  Clicking a graphical representation or icon, takes less time than entering a 

command to start a program, and is easier to remember as well.  The success of GUI’s 

were due in part also to the mouse peripheral input device, which itself was inexpensive 

to manufacture and easy to use.  As we achieve new technologies for immersion in 3D 

worlds, 3D interactions will become more desirable. 

2.1 3D Interaction Systems 

One of the primary reasons why 3D user interfaces have not gained popularity or 

have been commercially viable is the lack of the proper controllers or input devices avail-

able at a reasonable cost to the consumer.  The primary reason is computing power and 

integrated circuit, or IC, cost.  In order to function ideally, these types of devices are best 

used with wireless connections, and in some cases are device-less or hands free.  In the 

present time, innovations are being researched that are wearable and not only act as an in-

put device, but provide other types of sensory information to the user as well. 

 These types of input interfaces allow for spatial movement to be recorded to act as 

an input to some system or application.  For a 3D user interface, most of the movements 

should have symbolic meaning to some predefined input action.  While possible, but out-

side the scope of this thesis, AI systems could figure out what the user is trying to do by 
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itself, however, usually predefined actions are more appropriate.  Spatial movements by 

themselves are not the only type of attribute associated with input.  Once transitioned to, 

the cursor or endpoint on a linkage, for example, must complete some type of action to 

interact with the device.  Each type of interface has its own advantages or disadvantages, 

and most likely than not, multiple interfaces can be used together to achieve optimum re-

sults.   

 This section introduces and discusses the multiple technologies currently availa-

ble in the present today that will be best used in conjunction with 3D user interfaces, as 

well as research involving systematic construction of 3D UI’s following scientific and en-

gineering principles.   

2.1.1 Interactive Input technology 

 The types of input systems available are designed to be used in everyday produc-

tivity as input to computer systems.  They, effectively, are placed into different catego-

ries: 

1) Gesture based interaction 

a. Wearable sensor networks 

b. Motion Capture 

2) Direct input 

a. Keyboard and/or Mouse 

b. Joystick or game controller 

c. Simultaneous multi-touch screens 

Each of them also provides fast response to keep up with fast visual responses from the 

monitor or audio cues from the sound system.  They can be used alone or together, with 

each technology having specific characteristics that make them advantageous to use for 

some given situation.  One of the reasons of the success of the mouse input device, is that 

its design allowed from fast transitions from one context to another very quickly.   We 

examine each of these input systems, currently being researched, in detail next. 
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2.1.2 Motion capture technology 

 3D UI’s and systems are already being used in the video game industry and only 

just recently there has been a new technology innovation introduction of video game in-

put in the form of motion capture systems.  In the recent decade, there has been a cam-

paign of getting children off the couch and to stop playing video games.  In order to com-

bat obesity and laziness, games and mechanisms have been introduced in which video 

games are played using their body, and limbs as input to control characters and win 

points in the game.  There are mainly two new types of systems, one which involve using 

cameras to processes gesture and body movements and movements measured by sensors 

worn on the body, limbs, or embedded in devices, which are held in the hand. 

2.1.2.1 Camera based motion detection 

 Camera based systems are popular due to their implicit qualities, cost of imple-

mentation, ease of use, and ease of implementation.  They have had huge success, thus 

far, in the gaming business due to these qualities, though more in the realm of less com-

plex games for younger children.  This is due to the nature of video games themselves, 

however, these systems hold huge promise in the interactive and productive space, partly 

due to the qualities they are already used for, and the other reason being that with more 

research and expense, their potential to work with more complex interactive systems such 

as 3D user interfaces hold much value.  Camera hardware can capture quick input re-

sponses, as fast as the user can create them, though the limiting factor seems to be the 

power of the computer hardware that images are sent to.   

Camera based systems allow for freedom of movement and a multitude of combi-

natory inputs.  There are drawbacks, however, particularly in existing systems that use a 

single camera: mainly the lack of recognition of 3 dimensional gestures or complex 3 di-

mensional movements.  With multiple cameras, or depth cameras such as the Microsoft 

Kinect, these drawbacks begin to disappear, though they are replaced with other problems 

such as only being useful indoors, or correctly mapping the right combination of gestures 

toward specific types of systems and applications. 
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2.1.2.1.1 Current Research 

Current research does not only use cameras to view entities from a distance, but 

are used for mobile gesture capture systems as well.  Stereo cameras are also being used 

in glasses to track movements in front of the user and are very effective in doing so.  Re-

search is being conducted in gesture recognition and tracking, including use of specific 

mathematical techniques and electronic technologies that work well [11] [12] [13].   

Research of finger and hand tracking has also been conducted, using a regular 

camera and infrared cameras, in research by Oka, Sato and Koike.  Their research also in-

volves prediction, simultaneous touch point detection, and gesture recognition [10].  They 

are looking at the physics, such as motion trajectories of hands on multi-touch screens, 

for advanced gesture recognition and prediction computation. Gupta and Ma [7] are also 

doing work on gesture classification systems. 

 Camera systems can also track interactions between users and physical objects in 

the world, which will be useful to 3D user interface research in the future.  Camera based 

systems research in also being done in the HCI community that distinguishes between 

different objects and interactions done between them and users.  It is also a great time to 

mention, that mostly all research is being conducted for simultaneous or multi-user sup-

port for interactions with the system.  This is also another area where camera based sys-

tems excel in due to their ability to capture an entire scene and process specific infor-

mation, as necessary.  Research by Honda, Hasegawa, Kiriki, and Matsuoka use other 

sensor information with camera vision systems to compute pose estimation of an object 

manipulated by a user [8]. 

2.1.2.2 Sensor Based Networks and Wearable computing 

 Current research is being done on systems and technologies that facilitate input to 

systems that are wearable.  These technologies come with a variety of similarities, ad-

vantages, and disadvantages when compared with camera based technologies.  These 

gains, losses, and equivalencies are in technological complexity, cost of implementation, 

maintenance, and usability. 
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 Sensor based networks are just that; networks of devices attached in a multi-node 

network to different positions and extremities of the body.  This allows for a much 

greater range of data to be collected during motion capture, as far as range of movement 

and speed, which produces more accurate input to the system with higher rates of syn-

chronicity between the user and system.  This allows for realistic interaction to take place 

between the user and the application.   

 One primary advantage of the sensor based networks is that additional computers 

or processors are usually associated with the sensors prior to input to the application it-

self.  Not only does this help process information from multiple nodes into a format more 

efficient for real time input, it allows for extra information to be collected from different 

parts of the user as well.  This information can come from additional sensors, other than 

accelerometers and gyroscopes, which can measure attributes other than movement or po-

sition, such as temperature, humidity, and distance to the ground. 

 Cognitively, wearable sensor networks may offer an advantageous mental model 

state change when interacting with a system that is made for complex interactions.  A 

user can put on the sensor network and then feel like they are now ready to do some 

work.  When they take off the sensor network, they can proceed to take a cognitive break 

from what they were doing.  This is highly important when working in a fast response dy-

namic environment, with large quantities of interaction occurring and cognitive state 

changes taking place. This may be important for work in balancing work/home life, be-

cause it helps leave the work with the “uniform”, so to speak. 

 Sensor networks also offer natural range of motion in unrestricted environments, 

unlike the comparable extensive arrays of cameras.  They also offer very high accuracy 

when interacting with the application, especially in the realm of 3D space.  Like with any 

other interaction technology, this can be coupled with other technologies to create very 

pleasant and useful interaction experiences in variance from application to application 

[14]. 

 Another advantage of sensor networks is that once established, additional devices 

can be added with little infrastructure cost.  With a multi-node system in place, feedback 
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devices, for example, can also be added to enhance the users experience during interac-

tion with the application.  This can be low cost vibration, or expensive haptic devices to 

produce realistic force feedback [16].  These types of mechanisms are already quite use-

ful in industries like healthcare and medicine, for training and real time use [17].  Some 

gesture based systems use only one device for input, such as a mobile phone, or use a sin-

gle device for sensor input and other input devices to capture other motion [14][15]. 

Most types of wearable sensor networks are low power enough with enough fidel-

ity to be powered by rechargeable battery packs.  They are also efficient enough to be 

wireless with full duplex communication with the primary application server, to allow for 

full range of motion and spatial movement throughout a space, comparable to much more 

expensive camera arrays.  

2.1.2.2.1 Current Research 

Whitehead et. al. explores the sensor based interaction in a variety of ways using a 

sensor based wearable computing network for exergames and dance movements.  By us-

ing modules and sensor based nodes placed around the body, movements can be tracked 

using accelerometer data.  Multiple studies have been done by Whitehead, et al., 

[26][27][28][29] showing real-time sensor information can be captured and used as input 

for real interactive systems.  A system called SNAP (Sensor Networks for Active Play) 

has been created by Whitehead, which allows any number of sensors to be added to a cur-

rent SNAP system instance or removed from the current SNAP configuration, for degrees 

of input accuracy, depending where they need to be placed on the body.  The sensors 

send, using wireless radio frequency, the data from the different sensors to a USB stick.  

The algorithm used is Hidden Markov Model, which then can use accelerometer data and 

predictive state behavior to calculate movements as inputs or gestures.  

2.1.3 Multi-touch screens 

 Multi-touch screens are important for specific types of applications and in specific 

types of interaction environments.  For certain types of work, some users like to be right 

up on the screen and in some cases, have to be in order to do their work.  These can by 
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graphic artists working with stylus, users using wall displays, or even users centered on a 

tabletop surface that has multi-touch user input enabled.  The multi-touch screen enables 

users to access multiple touch points on the screen, which allows for multiple users 

touching different parts of the screen or one to two users utilizing both their hands and all 

their fingers on both hands to produce some type of interactive input, either together in 

the same work context or working separately on different tasks.  This mainly depends on 

the size of the display and other factors, such as if other displays are available or the 

amount of simultaneous touch points available on the device.  

 Multi-touch screens allow for a very personal experience due to the distance the 

user is from the screen and the touching interaction with the screen.  The input can con-

sists of a series of swipes with a specific number of fingers, in varying motions or ges-

tures.  These gestures will most likely be pre-defined for novice applications and custom 

gestures and motions can be inputted on more advanced systems.  This system still allows 

for fast cognitive movement from one context to another, though the display properties of 

the 3D space will most likely have different ratios because the distance the user is away 

from the screen.  Much of the research being done using multi-touch screens is mostly on 

properties such as these, in order to the make experience as cognitively sound as possible.  

The input response time must be fairly quick; which is one of the reasons why so much of 

the research involves algorithms and efficient processing of multiple gestures simultane-

ously [10]. 

 Other research in multi-touch point screens is the analysis of the usability of dif-

ferent devices on the screen.  Using hands is desirable and probably the primary way the 

user will interact.  The cost of implementation of a single touch screen is quite high, so 

consumers and users have been given value added with the promise of recognition of 

other inputs on the screen, such as a stylus, blocks, and game pieces [18]. More complex 

objects work best with RFID tags and advanced frame capture systems using cameras to 

supplement identification of the objects features, state changes, and movements.  This fa-

cilitates more interactivity between the users and is useful when team members need to 

collaborate together or interact to solve a problem.   
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2.1.3.1 Current Research 

 Some current research involves classification of the hand gestures themselves and 

algorithms to process the contours of the hand.  Gupta and Ma [7], fully segment and 

classify hand gestures into respective categories and mathematically define each gesture 

and categories characteristics.  This is beneficial to the HCI community in creating a sys-

tem that is robust enough to accurately accept fast input that is happening in real time and 

facilitates the system to provide fast cognitive response to the user.  This advanced classi-

fication system is also important because although it was completed using a single cam-

era and computer system, it can scale very well to a distributed system with multiple 

cameras and processing nodes, and thus facilitate the use of more dynamic frameworks, 

as discussed in this thesis.  Binh and Eijima use the Hidden Markov Model for hand ges-

ture recognition in their research in order to capture the Japanese alphabet as input.  

Maher and Kim are studying designers interact using a variety of technologies to 

facilitate the interactivity and others for the analysis.  They use a variety of factors to dis-

cern different properties of events, such as spatial cognition and understanding of work-

space, that are occurring during the interaction, and then correlate the results using proto-

col analysis [19]. 

Biddle et al., explores multi-touch systems and researches gesture system classifi-

cation for collaborative work and play.  3D games are also a type of 3D user interface, 

and they are able to collect data on multi-touch experiences, as well as data on dynamic 

and static gesture use as input to the systems [24]. The systems they use and constructs 

they create use modern technology and are fairly complex to implement, in order to re-

trieve the data they need, while following modern HCI principles and guidelines. They 

conduct experiments using different gesture technologies to perform specific interactions 

that could be used in game play [25].  

2.2 3D User Interfaces 

3D user interfaces are now possible thanks to specialized processors called 

Graphical Processing Unit or GPU.  GPU’s have multiple cores, and the units themselves 
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can be linked together through special high bandwidth conduits created by linking to-

gether multiple PCI-E express boards which they are housed on, or by linking systems of 

GPU processors through large networks [27].   

Computations can be done locally or in a distributed fashion over a network, ei-

ther intranet or internet.  This allows for more realistic rendering and interactive effects to 

take place that more dynamic and complex than just using a regular type of shader.   

The systems that are now possible because these graphics technologies are the pri-

mary base of 3D user interfaces, and 3D UI’s could not be widely deployed or accepted 

in mainstream applications, without these latest advances.  The cost in implementing and 

developing with these systems is very low and available most people.  This also has ena-

bled more recent advances of research in rendering techniques for real time interaction 

and advanced visualization.   

2.2.1 Introduction to 3D User Interfaces 

A defining characteristic of a 3D user interface is that it has a complex geometry 

in three dimensions, as well as both technical and real world facets.  Technically, it is a 

set of dynamically generated or predefined vertices1 with additional properties, such as 

colour or textures, mapped on their surface to represent something the user can recognize 

or be made to recognize.  They can then be manipulated to observe the different proper-

ties the objects themselves have, whether topical or geometric, at different angles, as well 

as be manipulated to create some kind of action or input on the system they are an inter-

face for.   

In non-technical terms, a 3D graphical user interface is a set of objects that reside 

in a three dimensional space that can be manipulated to perform some task or function.  

In three dimensions, there are a variety of different combinations of complex objects that 

can be created in graphical space.  Each has particular attributes and properties which 

                       

1 points in an array representing three different planes typically named x, y, z. 
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stored in some manner in the file system of the computer they reside on.  Visual represen-

tation of these objects is then presented to the user for viewing, manipulation, or interac-

tion. 

2.2.1.1 Current Research 

3D User Interfaces have been the topic of much research.  We include the follow-

ing as important research to this thesis, but also declare that there may be other work un-

discovered that could be important as well. 

Dolner and Hinrichs use programming graph theory to create a methodology and 

systematic way of creating 3D interactive widgets [30]. Graphs provide an easy way for 

programmers to think about and create functional program constructs that are usually 

hard or too complex and lengthy to program, and thus allow programmers to create appli-

cation elements in a quicker fashion, similar to what a programming API does. 

There has also been research completed on “3D Widgets”, a widget being another 

name for an UI element.  Zelznik and Robins et. al [31][32], start a similar creation of UI 

elements in the early and late 90’s using modern hardware at the time, however, the same 

idea of usable and functional elements is discussed, though as previously mentioned, the 

lack of computational power and interaction devices available today, prevented a large 

amount of interest in this realm.   

             Their work includes creation of 3D geometries and starting a preliminary analysis 

of 3D geometries to use as the basis for 3D widgets.  While our way of describing the ge-

ometry and supplementary attributes of 3D UI elements is different because of modern 

technology, the idea remains very similar where both sets of work mutually benefit and 

complement one another. 

Dachselt and Hubner present a survey and taxonomy of 3D menus for use in vir-

tual environments [33].  They also look at ring and cube structures, and use their proper-

ties of rotation and multiple faces for “interactive” input and visual feedback.  They also 

mention that the menus should work with modern interactive input technology such as 

gesture input.  They begin their work by surveying existing 3D work on graphical menus, 
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and research on 3D widgets as well, and present a taxonomy or list of ideas which can be 

used to construct 3D menus for virtual environments.  Their research involves looking at 

characteristics of menu’s, which is a type of UI element, primary intention of use, appear-

ance, structure, placement, invocation, availability, input interaction, usability, and com-

binability, which is how well the menus can function as sub-elements of other menus, 

which helps support the ideas presented in this thesis.  For a complete dissertation on 

such, the reader is referred to their work [33]. 

2.2.2 Computer Graphics, User Interfaces, and Cognition 

The following are commonly known underlying principles of two dimensional 

user interface design and construction: 

According to Microsoft [34] 

 

According to Nielsen 

 (not all listed) [35] 

 

According to  

Weinschenk and Barker 

(not all listed) [35] 

Spacing and Positioning User control and freedom Modal Integrity 

Size Consistency and standards Accommodation 

Grouping Error prevention Simplicity 

Intuitiveness Recognition rather than re-

call 

Predictability 

 Flexibility and efficiency 

of use 

Accuracy 

 Aesthetic and minimalist 

design 

Flexibility 

  Fulfillment 

  Precision 

  Responsiveness 

 

Table 2.1 Principles of 2D User Interfaces according to various sources 

The principles in Table 2.1 encompass thoughts or ideologies of what is deter-

mined to be successful characteristics of what facilitates a great user interface.  For our 
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thesis, we use principles similar to those listed or principles with similar terminology and 

ideology as those listed, to engineer a path that will enable us to satisfy requirements, as 

well as answer our questions and obtain data relevant to our work.   

   Modern computer graphics allow for visual state changes to occur at speeds that 

are useful for productivity, however, in order to be actually useful, the state changes that 

can occur must be controlled and pre-defined.  “3D views take advantage of human spa-

tial memory and allow displaying more information without incurring additional cogni-

tive load because of pre-attentive processing of perspective views.”[1] The computer can-

not yet automatically create a dynamic object that will react to what the user is trying to 

do, and then adjusts its states accordingly.  Each graphical state must mean something to 

the user.  The user must be told or made to understand what each state represents in order 

for it to be useful to the user.  Once understood, users and developers ascertain a set of 

rules and criteria that will help them interact within a system quickly and create the cor-

rect state changes to produce the desired effect.  Why this is useful can be understood 

with an analogous example.  It might take a user a specific amount of time to: 

1) click a menu item 

2) wait for the menu item to open 

3) scan the list of items 

4) choose an option 

5) go back to what they were originally doing 

It takes a considerable shorter amount of that time to use a keyboard shortcut to 

do the same thing.  The trade-off is memorizing the keyboard shortcuts for common 

tasks, but the amount of time spent pays for itself, in time saved, when doing repetitive 

tasks, and in addition allows for cognitive thought flows to continue uninterrupted.  “If 

the interface is designed to improve the users experience and/or productivity in doing an 

existing task, it should be fast and use as few resources as possible” [2] 

In graphics, movies are a great example of graphics displaying large amounts of 

information.  Moving at 60 frames or images per second, the user is presented a story or 

information in a particular context or domain.  This can be a setting, situation, or scenario 
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and can subsist according to time domain or regional setting.  All the information dis-

played during the duration of a scene must be taken in by the user in order to understand 

what is happening or occurring at that moment.  When a new scene is ready to be dis-

played to the user, more often than not, the last few frames of the scene are darkened or a 

fade to black occurs, followed by fade in of the first frames of the next scene.  This is 

called a transition effect and that helps the mind of the viewer separate information of 

one scene from the other, and in the case of a movie story, better understand what is actu-

ally happening in the movie. 

 User interfaces have complex and a multitude of research and designs have come 

to fruition that are all helpful for some situation or system.  As more productivity 

happened, more information was stored, and thus, more information is now available to 

work with.  The variety of information can be combined in different ways and presented 

to the user in a variety of different formats, both structurally and technologically 

speaking.   

 In the next few years, a new system will be needed, due to increase of 

information, analytic tools creating new types of information, and low cost of storage 

space, and a new interface to go along with that new system. “Whether the benefits of 3D 

displays outweigh their costs turns out to be a complex issue, depending upon the 

particular 3D rendering chosen, the nature of the task, and the structure of the information 

to be displayed [3].” 

An additional note of interest and importance is that this thesis does not support 

ridding the world of 2D UI, though its primary function is to elaborate the functional ad-

vantages of introducing 3D UI elements into user interface design, and will be used in 

conjunction with 2D UI elements and interfaces, to enhance productivity, ease of use, and 

facilitate new types of entertainment products.  This is for a variety of reasons, as found 

in some research.  “Several of the participants using the 3D physical model commented 

that it was hard to remember where they had placed their ‘clusters’ of related pages, yet 

similar comments were seldom made about the 2D model [3].”  When 2D UI and 3D UI 

is used together, better cognitive response occurs and productivity increases. 
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2.3 Colour Systems 

 We briefly introduce the RGB, or Red, Green, Blue colour system and HSV, or 

Hue, Saturation, Value colour system which are two of the systems used to work with 

colour in the computer realm. 

2.3.1 RGB Colour System 

RGB is a standard way of defining a colour, whether it is in hardware or software, 

and whatever the medium may be, either as input to a system in software, or output to a 

user as a pixel in a monitor or display.  Numbers range depending on computational capa-

bilities of the underlying graphics hardware, and the combination of RGB values will 

produce a single final output or “colour” to the user.  Sometimes, floating point numbers 

for each R, G, or B value range from 0 to 1, with individual values having any value for 

precision.  More typically, however, integer values are used and typically range from 0 to 

255.  Regardless of what system is being used, the minimum or maximum values mean 

no colour or full colour presence for Red, Green or Blue.  

 Due to the widespread use on different machines RGB is a machine space specifi-

cally bore from the cathode ray tube era where red, green and blue phosphors were com-

bined to generate colour.  Other colour systems exist (such as HSV) and they can all be 

linearly mapped or transformed to and from the RGB colour space.   

2.3.2 HSV Colour System 

 HSV (hue, saturation, value), also known as HSB (hue, saturation, brightness), is 

often used by artists because it is often more natural to think about a colour in terms of 

hue and saturation than in terms of additive or subtractive colour components.  HSV is a 

transformation of an RGB colourspace, and its components and colourimetry are relative 

to the RGB colourspace from which it was derived.  HSV is thus useful to artists or de-

signers, and allows for quick changes of degrees of particular aspects or attributes of a 

colour fairly quickly in an intuitive manner, when dealing with lighter or darker shade 

variations to be quickly selected for a particular “colour” or “hue”.   
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  The HSV Cone Model is a model of the HSV colour space described in a three 

dimensional geometric shape of a cone, and is based on the HSV cylinder.  Due to the na-

ture of the values becoming the same as they become darker in colour, the cone is imple-

mented to increase efficiency.  Either double sided cone or single sided cone can be used, 

and two variations on the single sided cone, depending on whether dark or light values 

start at the bottom or top [36]. 

Hue is seen as the actual “colour” represented by common names such as purple, 

orange, red, blue, green, etc…, that make one colour specifically distinct from another.  

Different colour systems used in perceptual space try to use specific primary hues to or-

ganize the rest of the colours around them as pertaining to the mathematical “harmony” 

or symmetric and complimentary relation to one another.  These can be based on varying 

contrasting or complimenting attributes of one hue to the other, either visually, or more 

and more recently, mathematically. 

Lightness is varying degrees of brightness of a particular colour in relation to the 

brightness of white.  This is related with value, and as lightness or value increase, the hue 

becomes visually closer to what the “colour” is perceived as in perceptual space.  The 

terms HSV and HSL are used loosely with one another in the computer and graphics de-

sign industry. 

Chroma and saturation are essentially the same, though different depending on 

which expert you ask in what industry.  Due to the nature of computing and digital colour 

representation being relatively new, there is no standard in place.  For all intents and pur-

poses, we can discuss either as how much of something or how intense a colour is at a 

specific location in space, when compared to other spaces of the same colour. 
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Fig 2.1 HSL and HSV [36] 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Double and Single Sided HSV cone [36] 
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Chapter 3  Implementation of a 3D UI  

Colour Selector 

 

 

3.1 AI3D411, research and software created for this thesis 

By implementing a 3D user interface system, prototype AI3D411, which stands 

for Advanced Interface 3D version OpenGL 4.0 DirectX11, we seek to answer our ques-

tion.  AI3D411 is a system with the potential to further HCI research, such as, and along-

side some of the research presented in and reviewed in this thesis.  By utilizing the same 

principles that has made user interface design so popular, and not only increased produc-

tivity, but has also propagated research and has allowed for serious advances in personal 

and professional computing, we hope to prove successful the realm of 3D spatial research 

as it stands today, through an application in use.  
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Fig 3.1 AI3D411 3D UI SDK sample screen* built on in-house OpenGL 4.0, DirectX11  

Dual Render Engine2 

The example in Figure 3.1 is a benchmark sample and the 3DUI elements are in 

3D space, including the overlay situated at the bottom of the screen.  The way each object 

works, is that they are defined as a 3D UI element.  Each face of that polygon, or geomet-

ric shape is also an UI element.  Each face can have texture, video, 3D render, 2D render, 

or a 2D UI element on as its texture.  The 2D UI element is an element like most ele-

ments used today in web forms, applications, or apps, and the overall structure allows for 

customizations in form, and in themed styles.  Through this finite structure, each element, 

whether a face or 3D object, can have an effect, or transform applied to it, depending on 

what the designer or programmer hopes to achieve, as far as making some application in 

some context more interactive, useful, or cognitively better.   

 

                       
2 Intel i7, AMD Radeon HD6000 series Graphic Card, OpenGL using Visual C++ on Windows 7, Windows 8.1.  NVidia graphics 

used as well, not shown on screen 
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Fig 3.2 3D UI elements with interactive UI elements per face with screen overlay 

Figure 3.2 shows the 2D overlay with a selection applied to every other image 

pane.  Each element, whether a 2D or 3D construct, in this example, allows for single or 

multiple selection.  Each 3D UI element’s face is a 2D element, and in Figure 3.1, along 

with Figure 3.2, you can see a rainbow coloured effect has been applied to image, on 

some of the 3DUI elements, simulating a selection of that particular face.  Once selected, 

as with any selection, the user knows which elements on screen have been selected, and 

they are working with.  This is useful when having complex objects, animations, and in-

teractions occurring on the screen, and more importantly to this thesis, multiple screens 

or contexts in which the user is, or will be working in. 

The entire system is written in C/C++, using the Khronos Group’s [38] OpenGL 

4.0 and Microsoft’s DirectX [37] Direct3D 11 API’s directly with helper libraries, mostly 

of the math and image variety.  It currently utilizes the GPU and modern advances in the 

graphics rendering pipeline.  Its architecture will allow for it to take advantage of GPU 

resources, both local and in the cloud, and the infrastructure of the code, allows specific 

functionality to be offloaded to specialized clusters or devices when needed.  AI3D411 

can be a desktop application, and also can run as a server, streaming interactive video 

content to mobile devices.  It’s design, functionality, and implementation is written en-

tirely by Navjot Sandhu.   
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Fig. 3.3 Cascaded 3D UI elements in 3D space using doubly-linked lists 

Each row in Figure 3.3 is a doubly linked list. Multiple rows created, though each 

individual 3D UI element has its own properties, and can be interacted individually, this 

example is presenting AI3D411’s grouping functionality.  Physics programming, or other 

SDK’s functionality can be applied to the transforms of each group or element for a vari-

ety of smooth animations and manipulation effects.  How they are applied, just like any 

UI element application design, will result in a specific user experience. 

Each element can be interacted with spatial interaction devices, by linking the in-

put directly to the UI elements.  In this thesis, we examine single study of a 3D user inter-

face application built on AI3D411’s UI element interaction capability and compare it 

with its 2D counterpart, which is in wide use today: A colour selection interface 

3.2 Design Rationale 

For the thesis we choose the colour picker or colour selection dialog, imple-

mented in Microsoft Windows MFC, to give a colour to a 3D model on screen.  The new 

interface will be a three dimensional colour picker in the form of an HSV 3D colour 

cone.  While the colour picker dialog is useful for mouse clicks and pointing devices, the 

3D colour picker should be useful for spatial interaction devices, such as a video game 

controller. 
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The colour picker dialog is an advancement tool in human computer interaction 

that facilitates the user to selectively choose between different colours very rapidly.  The 

more colour possibilities available to user, the more difficult it is for the user to remem-

ber the colours [23].  Normally experiments are conducted to compare and contrast dif-

ferent interfaces that help the user adapt themselves to a particular kind of interface.  

Since we are defining a new type of the interface system, we are determining if the new 

type of user interface application will work as efficiently and effectively as its 2D coun-

terpart. 

3.3 Implementation Details 

 

3.3.1 AI3D411 and HSV3D Colour Selector Architecture and  

Functionality 

AI3D411 is created using an object oriented approach that allows for extensibility 

and creation of new types of classes, inherited with super type of classes.  These super 

types of classes are in the form of high level elements that provide structure for construct-

ing new types of 3D UI elements.  This method follows current 2D UI class construction 

and extensibility currently used for developing graphical user interfaces that are two di-

mensional and modern object oriented best practices in use today.  Whereas the normal 

2D HSV colour selector allows for different types of 2D UI elements, such as shape and 

slider controls to control the colour selection process, the third dimension allows for more 

visually static elements to be organizationally structured and represented on screen for in-

teraction, and the full 3D HSV cone model can be represented on screen, as an interactive 

application. 
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Fig 3.4 UML Use Case Diagram for 3D UI Application 

Figure 3.4 shows a use case of creation of a 3D UI application and use of a 3D UI appli-

cation using spatial interaction devices, with the major actions being shown. 
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Fig 3.5 UML Activity Diagram for 3D UI Application 
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Fig. 3.5 shows a systematic way an interactive 3D UI functions, using an UML 

activity diagram, as closely as possible to our interactive HSV 3D Colour selector appli-

cation, as well as how 3D UI’s should logically function, when following logic suggested 

in thesis, as per guidelines to create successful 3D UI’s built upon the successful func-

tioning of current 2D UI elements. 

 

Fig 3.6 3D HSV Colour Selector UML Class Diagram (partial) 

Fig. 3.6 shows a class diagram of the 3D HSV colour selector built using the 

AI3D411 SDK programming API.  The class diagram only shows a partial listing of the 

members and functions, though it shows enough information to give the reader a basic 

understanding of the class hierarchy. 

3.2.2 A 3D colour selection system 

A 2D HSV colour selection interface, to most people, needs no innovation, but 

has to be put together using Win32 MFC classes.  Current colour selection models work 
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well with touchscreens, fingers, and pointing devices though they are not designed to take 

advantage of the features available to spatial interaction devices, unless they are heavily 

modified to work with them properly.  Spatial and gesture based interaction devices are 

the next generation of human interaction devices and we believe the 3D HSV colour se-

lector is a great example of a 3D user interface that will work well with new types of in-

teraction technologies. 

 The selector interface presents a quad in the middle of the screen that changes col-

our as the user selects different colours. Whenever a colour is selected, the quad on 

screen updates, and then the user can confirm that colour chosen as a final choice, or keep 

searching for a colour they would like to choose as their final decision, before moving on 

to the next colour to be matched [Figure 3.7]. 

 

Fig 3.7 Form 1 for survey user information input 
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Fig. 3.8 Colour Selected using 2D and 3D colour selector 

 The 3D HSV Colour picker is in the shape of an HSV cone model, which has 9 

levels and 10 rings or shells per level.  Only one ring can be selected at a time, and the di-

rection pad is used in combination with the A button on the game controller, to either go 

up or down through the levels, as well left or right through the rings or shells.  The user 

starts at the top level and whenever the user is not at the top level, the 3D HSV cone 

model splits apart, for easily visibility of all the different rings at that level.  When a ring 

is selected it, by pressing the B button, that ring separates from the model, scales, and 

transforms to the middle of the screen for easy visibility[Fig 3.9a, 3.9b, 3.9c, 3.9d], and 

when deselected it returns to its proper position at the model[Fig 3.9e]. 

 

Fig. 3.9a 
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Fig. 3.9b 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.9c 
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Fig. 3.9d 

 

Fig. 3.9e 

 

Fig 3.9a – 3.9e Different states changes of the HSV 3D colour selector 
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The HSV 3D model can be rotated from any angle, though once a ring is selected, it will 

always be visible in a ring formation for easy and reliable visibility for the user [Fig. 

3.9a, Fig 3.9b]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.10a 

 

  

Fig. 3.10b 

Fig 3.10a and 3.10b Colour ring consistently in the same position with different views 
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A slightly more advanced model can also be used to further divide the colours on 

the face of each dodecahedron, which in turn can be manipulated by rotation to select an 

exact hue or colour combination.  This colour selector appears visually different because 

each node or dodecahedron has 12 different shades of that colour per node, which causes 

implicitly lighting effects to occur similar to per vertex shading lighting techniques.   

Another note of interest, for our experiment we explicitly left out any 2D user in-

terface dialogs or on screen dialogs for feedback when using the 3D colour selector appli-

cation that would tell the user how close they are to finding the right colour, as seen in 

Figure 3.2.  For the final experiment, they are only given the colour to find on screen and 

the interactive 3D colour selector application with various graphical effects and audio 

clicks.   

  

Fig. 3.11a 

Fig. 3.11a HSV3D colour model with colour subdivided per face 
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Fig. 3.11b 

Fig. 3.11c 

Fig 3.11b and 3.11c Subdivision of face selection of each individual dodecahedron3 

There is background music, and sound effects in the form of a shaking noise, 

every time the colour selector is transformed or rotated for audible feedback, and the face 

that is selected also becomes highlighted, using the AI3D411 SDK framework. 

The 3D colour selector used for user testing is running in OpenGL mode of the 

AI3D411 SDK on a Windows 7 operating system, with the windows background or wall-

paper with icons being replaced, and the colour selector in a separate window, and the 

HSV 2D Colour Selector is from the Win32 API, with multiple Dialog classes and MFC 

Win32 classes working together.   

3.2.3 Interaction Technologies 

 1) The video game controller is an XBOX controller and the primary method of 

manipulation will be the left analog sticks and the directional pad, using the X button to 

                       
3 Fig. 3.11b and 3.11c Advanced Mode 3D colour selector 1) Red hues 2) Different selection effects can be achieved 

using shading technology; above using pixel blending when a face is selected 
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select the colour, and buttons A, B, Y to manipulate the 3D HSV colour model applica-

tion. 

2) The 2D colour application primarily uses the mouse to select the colour and to 

manipulate the sliders for saturation and value.  
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Chapter 4  Experiment 

 

 

4.1 Experiment Setup and Procedure 

Each user went through the following steps when proceeding with the user testing, which 

takes approximately 10-20 minutes for each user: 

1) The user was first provided training on the 2D and 3D colour selectors: 

a. The user was presented the 2D colour selector using the mouse to choose 

multiple colours for the quad; the user was allowed to select as many col-

ours for as long as they liked. 

b. The user then had the use of the 3D colour selector explained to them. 

c. The user was instructed how to use the HSV 3D colour selector with the 

directional pad, analog stick, and X, Y, A, B buttons. 

2) The user was then explained the actual experiment itself, which was to match 5 

colours for both the 2D colour selector and the 3D colour selector:   

a. First, the user is presented a target colour to match. 

b. Use the 2D colour selector, find the colour presented and once the user has 

matched the colour, they move on to the next trial. 

c. Once all 5 colours are found, the experiment moves over to repeat using 

the 3D colour selector.  

d. The user is presented a target colour to match with 5 new colours pre-

sented.  
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e. The 3D colour selector is used to find the colour presented and once the 

user has matched the colour, they move on to the next trial. 

f. Once all 5 colours are found with the 3D colour selector, the experiment is 

complete for that user. 

 

3) The user then fills out the survey. (See Appendix1) 

 

 

 

4.2 Experiment Measurements 

 We created the experiment to obtain particular data from users when using the 2D 

and 3D colour selectors to match a given colour.  For quantitative measurements, accu-

racy and time are measured.  Survey questions were used, gathering ordinal data for qual-

itative measurements.  

 

 4.2.1 Quantitative Measurements 

 Accuracy of the colour selector was measured using normalized Taxi-Cab dis-

tance.  Any selected HSV colour, using either the 2D UI or 3D UI colour selector, was 

first converted to RGB colour format using code.  These selected colour values are then 

used to find the “distance” away from the target colour being attempted to be found using 

the following equation: 

t.d= 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑋𝑠 − 𝑋𝑡)           (4.1) 

Where Xs ={r,g,b} is the colour selected and Xt = {r,g,b} is the target colour to match 

The value for each of the colours are in floating point form in code, ranging from 

0.0 to 1.0.  The following normalized taxi-cab distance was then used to compare se-

lected colours: 

Normalized taxicab distance = ((t.dr + t.dg + t.db) /3)    (4.2) 
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Where t.dr = distance of the red component, t.dg = distance of green component, and t.db = distance of the blue 

component of an RGB value. 

 Time to completion or speed in completing the task of finding a matching colour 

was the other quantitative measurement.  The time taken for the user to select each indi-

vidual colour within each UI application, either 2D or 3D, was collected and compared. 

The number of selections, accuracy, and timing for each colour selection, was au-

tomatically calculated and collected by the computer program.   

4.2.2 Qualitative Measurements 

 From the paper survey, we take in qualitative measurements about comfortable-

ness with input devices to complete the colour matching application, ease of use with the 

2D and 3D user interfaces, self-assessment of computer skills, as well as opinions on the 

software system used, with both 2D and 3D colour matching applications. We also asked 

questions specifically about the qualities of the 3D UI colour selector, and how difficult it 

had been to use a new type of application. Each survey question, except for short answer, 

used a 1 to 7 Likert scale, with 1 being low or negative answers, and 7 being high or fa-

vorable answers and analyzed them as discussed in the results section. 
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Chapter 5  Results 

 

 

All participants were students selected at random from different backgrounds.  A 

total of 23 participants (19 M, 4 F) participated.  13 participants classified themselves as 

advanced computer users and 14 were enrolled in a computer related field. 

5.1 Quantitative Results 

Quantitative data recorded for analysis included time for task completion and ac-

curacy of colour matching.  The average time to complete a 2D colour selection was one 

minute and seventeen seconds, while the average time to complete a 3D colour selection 

was two minutes and eight seconds.  Table 5.1 shows the different times to completion 

for each of the 5 colours chosen for the 2D HSV colour selector and the 3D HSV colour 

selector.   

  

Colour Colour  Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour 

 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 3D 3D  3D 3D 3D 

#1   #2 #3 #4 #5 # 1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

Average 0:01:50 0:01:21 0:01:32 0:00:47 0:00:54 0:00:56 0:02:14 0:01:59 0:02:51 0:02:41 

 

Table 5.1 Average Time to Completion per Colour 

 

The accuracy of colour selection was effectively equivalent with the average 2D 

colour selection accuracy being 86.40%, while the average 3D colour selection accuracy 
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was 86.11%.  Table 5.2 shows the average of colour matching accuracy for each colour 

using the 2D HSV colour selector and the 3D HSV colour selector.   

  

Colour  Colour Colour  Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour 

2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 3D 3D  3D 3D 3D 

#1   #2 #3 #4 #5 # 1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

AVG 
 

85.57% 
 

89.75% 
 

82.82% 
 

86.72% 
 

87.16% 
 

94.65% 
 

95.66% 
 

93.37% 
 

71.30% 
 
75.55% 

 

Table 5.2 Average accuracy per colour for both 2D and 3D colour selections  

5.2 Qualitative Results 

  

5.2.1 Ordinal Data 

Table 5.3 shows the ordinal data categorized by user group for each question on 

the survey. (See Appendix 1) The majority of the scores showed favorable or agreeable 

results for all questions, except for groups with inexperience with the video game control-

ler.  More importantly the results were consistent.  All questions were based on a 7 pt. 

Likert Scale.  We analyze each question next. 

 

 

Table 5.3 Average Likert scores for survey questions between different 

groups of participants 

 

 
Ques. 

#1 

Ques. 

#2 

Ques. 

#3 

Ques. 

#4 

Ques. 

#5 

Ques. 

# 6 

Ques.  

#7 

Ques. 

#8 

Ques. 

#9 

Ques. 

#10 

Ques. 

#11 

Adv. 

Users 
5.7 4.8 4.6 5.0 5.1 4.6 4.4 4.9 4.6 5.5 5.5 

Non-advanced  

Users 
4.9 4.3 3.8 4.9 6.1 5.4 4.2 5.2 4.7 5.1 5.1 

Male  

Users 
5.3 4.9 4.7 5.4 5.6 5.2 4.8 5.3 4.7 5.3 5.4 

Female  

Users 
5.8 3.0 2.8 3.0 5.0 4.0 2.3 3.8 4.3 5.5 5.3 

Computer 

Related Field 
5.6 5.1 4.5 5.2 5.4 4.6 4.8 5.3 4.8 5.2 5.2 

 

Other Fields 

 

5.1 

 

4.0 

 

4.1 

 

4.7 

 

5.6 

 

5.4 

 

3.8 

 

4.7 

 

4.4 

 

5.5 

 

5.5 
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5.2.1.1  Question 1: How easy did you find it to use the 2D colour picker using the 

keyboard and mouse? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users found the 2D colour selector easier to use with keyboard and 

mouse than non-advanced users.      

2) Computer related fields found the 2D colour selector easier to use with keyboard 

and mouse than Non-computer Related fields.  

3) Female users found the 2D colour selector easier to use with keyboard and mouse 

than the males  

 

 

Graph 5.1 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 1 

  No statistically significant variations were found in the data for Question 1 

 

 

Question 1 Analysis 

 The range of the averages is approximately 5-6, which is consistent with most us-
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ers being familiar with using a keyboard and mouse with a 2D UI colour selector.  Ad-

vanced users and Computer related fields found it easier, which is consistent with ad-

vanced computer users being comfortable with a colour selector. 

5.2.1.2 Question 2: How easy did you find it to use the 3D colour picker using the 

videogame controller? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users found the video game controller easier to use than the non-ad-

vanced users. 

2) Computer related fields found the video game controller easier to use than the 

non-computer related fields.   

3) Males found the video game controller easier to use than the females.  

 

 

Graph 5.2 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 2 

 

The difference between the Male and Female group was found to be sig-

nificant.  (p-value = 0.02)  
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Question 2 Analysis 

All the higher valued categories of advanced users, computer related fields, and 

male users found the video game controller much easier to use than their counter parts, 

which may be attributed to regular use of a video game controller. 

5.2.1.3 Question 3: How easy to use was 3D colour picker in selecting different col-

ours quickly to match the colours presented? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users found it quicker to select different colours using the 3D colour 

selector than the non-advanced users.  

2) Computer related fields found it quicker to select different colours using the 3D 

colour selector than the non-advanced users.  

3) Male users found it much quicker to select different colours using the 3D colour 

selector than the female users.   

 

 

Graph 5.3 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 3 
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The difference between the Male and Female group was found to be significant.  

(Mann-Whitney test p-value = 0.04) 

 

Question 3 Analysis  

Advanced users, computer related fields, and male users found it easier to select 

different colours using the 3D HSV colour selector, which can be attributed to their fa-

miliarity with the video game controller in use with an interactive 3D application, and the 

fact all the female users all considered themselves normal or non-advanced computer us-

ers. 

 

 

5.2.1.4 Question 4: How intuitive was it to use was 3D colour picker in finding the 

right colour to quickly match the colours to be found? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users and non-advanced users found the 3D colour selector the same 

amount intuitive to use.   

2) Computer related field users found 3D colour selector slightly more intuitive than 

non-computer related fields.   

3) Male users found the 3D colour selector more intuitive than the female users.  
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Graph 5.4 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 4 

 

The difference between the Male and Female group was found to be signifi-

cant.  (Mann-Whitney test p-value = 0.02)  

Question 4 Analysis 

Advanced users and non-advanced users found the 3D colour selector fairly intui-

tive to use to select a colour, while computer related fields found it slightly more intui-

tive, though not by much.  Male users did find the 3D colour selector more intuitive than 

female users, which could be attributed to male users wanting to use something new and 

cool more so than the female users, and the female users not wanting to use something 

unfamiliar to them since all the female users were also all non-advanced computer users. 

5.2.15 Question 5: How likely do you think it is, the 3D colour picker will also be 

useful with new or other types of input devices like the Wii remote, touch screens, 

webcams, or the headband to enter commands using thoughts? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Non-advanced users think the 3D colour selector will work much better with other 

types of interaction technologies other than a video game controller, than ad-

vanced users do. 
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2) Non-computer related fields think the 3D colour selector will work better with 

other types of interaction technologies other than a video game controller than 

non-computer related field users do.   

3) Male users think the 3D colour selector will work better with other types of inter-

action technologies other than a video game controller than the female users do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 5.5 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 5 

 

The difference between the Male and Female group was found to be signifi-

cant.  (p-value = 0.01582) 

 

 

Question 5 Analysis 

Advanced users thought the 3D colour selector would not work as well with other 

types of interaction devices, mostly because many advanced computer users know that a 
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video game controller has been specially made to be used with 3D interactive applica-

tions, i.e., video games.  Overall, most users thought the 3D colour selector will work 

well with other types of interaction devices. 

5.2.1.6 Question 6: How much were you able to discern between the different choices 

of colours available for the quad using the 3D Colour Selector, picking one colour over 

another? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Normal users felt they were able to discern the different colours using the 3D col-

our selector than the advanced users.  

2) Computer related fields felt they were able to discern the different colours using 

the 3D colour selector than the non-computer related fields.   

3) Male users felt that they were better able to discern the different colours using the 

3D colour selector than the female users.    

 

Graph 5.6 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 6 

  No statistical significant variations were found in the data for Question 6 
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Question 6 Analysis 

Both non-computer related fields and normal users thought they were able to bet-

ter discern between different colours.  This could be that non-advanced computer users 

are used to seeing the 2D application more so, and have never seen a 3D interactive ap-

plication before, and advanced users or computer related fields may have seen something 

similar before. 

5.2.1.7 Question 7: How user-friendly or easy to use was the colour selection experi-

ence with the 3D colour selection model using the video game controller? 

 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users thought the video game controller was slightly more user friendly 

to use with the 3D colour selector than non-advanced users.  

2) Computer related field users thought the video game controller was more user 

friendly to use with the 3D colour selector than non-computer related fields.  

3) Male users thought the video game controller was much more user friendly to use 

with the 3D colour selector than the female users.  

 

Graph 5.7 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 7 
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The difference between the Male and Female group was found to be sig-

nificant.  (Mann-Whitney test p-value = 0.01) 

 

Question 7 Analysis 

There was a discrepancy between males and females, and computer related fields 

and non-computer related fields in the user friendliness of the video game controller be-

ing used with the 3D colour selector application.  Males and computer related fields again 

found the video game controller more user friendly, most likely because of their familiar-

ity with it. 

5.2.1.8 Question 8: How intuitive and easy was it to start understanding how to use 

the 3D colour picker to select the new colour for the quad? 

 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Non-advanced users found it slightly more intuitive to understand how to use the 

video game controller with the 3D colour selector than advanced users did.   

2) Computer related field users found it more intuitive to understand how to use the 

video game controller with the 3D colour selector than non-computer related field 

users did. 

3) Male users found it more intuitive to understand how to use the video game con-

troller with the 3D colour selector than the female users.  
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Graph 5.8 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 8 

  No statistical significant variations were found in the data for Question 8 

 

Question 8 Analysis 

While almost all user categories found the video game controller fairly intuitive to 

use with the 3D colour selector, the female users found it on average less intuitive.  This 

can be attributed to their lack of use of the video game controller, as well as the low num-

ber of female participants, and them being randomly selected at that. 

5.2.1.9 Question 9: How useful was it to switch the different viewing positions? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Non-advanced users found it slightly more useful to switch viewing positions 

when using the 3D colour selector application.  

2) Computer related field users found it slightly more useful to switch viewing posi-

tions when using the 3D colour selector application.  

3) Male users found it slightly more useful to switch viewing positions, when using 

the 3D colour selector application.  
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Graph 5.9 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 9 

  No statistical significant variations were found in the data for Question 9 

Question 9 Analysis 

All users found it about the same usefulness to switch viewing positions, while 

the computer related fields, male users, and advanced users did find it, on average, 

slightly more useful.  This can attributed to their profound interest in new technology, 

and wanting to explore it more thoroughly, where users not so much interested in tech-

nology would like to find the colour as quickly as possible, in the few amount of move-

ments or actions. 

5.2.1.10 Question 10: How useful were the visual effects in differentiating between 

different levels? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users found the visual effects slightly more useful for differentiating 

between different levels of the 3D HSV colour selector.  

2) Non-computer related field users found the visual effects slightly more useful for 

differentiating between the different levels of the 3D HSV colour selector.  
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3) Female users found the visual effects slightly more useful for differentiating be-

tween the different levels of the 3D HSV colour selector.   

 

Graph 5.10 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 10 

  No statistical significant variations were found in the data for Question 10 

 

Question 10 Analysis 

All users found the visual effects about the same useful for differentiating the different 

levels of the 3D colour selector. 

5.2.1.11 Question 11: How useful were the visual effects in differentiating between 

different sections in each level? 

Summary of Findings from survey data 

1) Advanced users found the visual effects slightly more useful for differentiating 

between the different sections of the 3D HSV colour selector than the non-ad-

vanced users.  

2) Non-computer related field users found the visual effects slightly more useful for 

differentiating between the different sections of the 3D HSV colour selector than 

the computer related field users.  
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3) Male users found the visual effects slightly more useful for differentiating be-

tween the different sections of the 3D HSV colour selector than the female users.  

 

Graph 5.11 Averages with confidence intervals for Question 11 

  No statistical significant variations were found in the data for Question 11 

Question 11 Analysis 

All users found the visual effects about the same useful for differentiating the dif-

ferent sections of the 3D colour selector. 

5.2.2 Short Answer Questions with Analysis 

 

5.2.2.1 Question 1: Are the sound effects useful or annoying when using the 3D col-

our picker, because of all the clicks? 

 11/23 users thought the sound effects were useful, which means that hav-

ing sound effects turned on or off should be a recommended feature when design-

ing or programming 3D user interfaces 

 

5.2.2.2 Question 2: Which other type of devices do you think the 3D colour selection 

model will work best with? (hand gestures, touch screens, voice commands, eye gaze or 

eye tracking technology, etc…) 
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 Voice 

Commands 

Touch 

+ 

Voice 

Touch 

Screens 

Eye 

Gaze 

Gesture 

Based In-

teraction 

Holographic 

Technology 

Votes4  1 14 5 10  

 

Table 5.4 Votes by users on technology choices for 3D colour selector 

 

 The majority of the users thought the 3D colour selector will be useful 

with other types of interaction device categories, with touch screens receiving the 

most of votes, and hand gesture technologies receiving the second amount of 

votes.  This is most likely due to them being the most popular technologies at the 

time the user study took place. 

 

5.2.2.3 Question 3: Should the 3D control be more simplified to use?  Or should it re-

main as it is, and be only used by advanced users? 

 

15/23 users thought the 3D selector should be further simplified to use, 

which means that other user interface components could be added to help design a 

better interface that is more user friendly or for example, assists in finding the 

right colour if they were close enough. 

 

5.2.2.4 Question 4: Do you think the 3D colour selector would become easy to use if 

given proper training? 

 23/23 users thought the 3D colour selector would be easier to use if given 

proper training.  This means the they believe the 3D colour selector will become 

easier to use, if they are able to use it more, and also users would like to learn how 

to use it properly. 

 

 

                       
4 each user could choose as many technologies as they thought would work best with the 3D user inter-

face, so a surveyor may list more than one, and were not given choices, only recommendations 
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5.3 Overall Analysis 

 Users did take significantly longer using the 3D colour selector with game con-

troller to find a matching colour, when compared with the 2D colour selector with mouse 

input device; however, they were able to do it with the same precision as the 2D UI col-

our selector.  The longer length of time to completion is most likely because it is a new 

interface that has never been used before, and can be shortened as a user becomes more 

familiar with using the new interface system.   This is backed with user data, in which 

100% of all users believed with proper training and practice, the 3D colour selector 

would be easier to use, and therefore high levels of accuracy may be achieved within an 

acceptable range of time to completion. 

A further analysis of the data showed significant difference between male and fe-

male users being comfortable using a video game controller, the males feeling more com-

fortable with the technology.  This may be attributed to the fact that typically males make 

up a larger portion of the video game player demographic.  For categories in particular 

questions that showed significant p-values, we were able to determine that further user 

studies should be conducted for that question.  Based on survey results, female users were 

unsure more than the male users about 3D UI technology acceptance.  This also con-

firmed that all the female users considered themselves non-advanced users, and only 1 fe-

male user was in a computer related field.  The male users were slightly more accurate in 

finding the correct colour match, however, the female users took significantly less time to 

find each colour.  It is worth noting here that much of the significance found between 

male and female users should be taken skeptically as the number of female participants 

was quite small compared to the number of male participants. 

Advanced computer users did better than non-advanced users in the 2D colour se-

lector, however, the non-advanced users had a higher percentage matching the colours us-

ing the 3D colour selector.  There was no significant difference, overall, between com-

puter related fields and other fields, as far as performance was concerned. 
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Chapter 6  Conclusion 

 

 

6.1 Concluding Remarks   

The overall objective of this thesis was to determine if 3D UIs can be as efficient 

and as effective as their 2D UI counterparts.  Based on analysis of user data and research 

completed, we have determined, that yes, 3D user interfaces can be as effective as their 

2D counterparts.  Our study showed that in colour selection, users were able to select col-

ours with a novel 3D interface as accurately as they could with a traditional 2D interface.  

The efficiency issue, however, was clearly shown to favor the 2D interface.  This may 

well be due to the fact that the 3D interface was a novel interface that the users were not 

familiar with.  The 3D colour selector, created using AI3D411, was a basic application 

built using an existing three dimensional colour model, HSV.  It can be extended to in-

clude a multitude of effects, both post-processed, and animated, as well as being able to 

interact with other elements, to potentially improve the interface.  Our contribution to 

HCI is a working example of a graphics hardware accelerated 3D user interface for col-

our selection, and a formal user study of that interface  The framework created, AI3D411, 

provides a starting point which simplifies the process for creating a 3D user interface.   

6.2 Future Work  

The following is a list of work that could be followed from this work: 
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1) Performing other user studies with other interaction technologies such as touch 

screens, voice recognition, and gesture based technologies. 

2) Custom data structure using a circle based oct-tree fast data processing algorithm to 

manage and process efficiently. 

3) Research into ease of use and training to learn how to use new types 3D UIs. 

4) A user study on the number of moves or actions to reach a desired goal or action us-

ing a 3D user interface compared to the 2D counterpart. 
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Appendix 1: User Survey 

 

Survey 

From a scale of 1 to 7, 1 = not useful or easy, 7 = very useful or easy 

 

 

 

1) How easy did you find it to use the 2D colour picker using the keyboard and mouse? 

 

2) How easy did you find it to use the 3D colour picker using the videogame controller? 

 

3) How easy to use was 3D colour picker in selecting different colours quickly to match the colours 

presented? 

 

4) How intuitive was it to use was 3D colour picker in finding the right colour to quickly match the 

colours to be found? 

 

5) How likely do you think it is, the 3D colour picker will also be useful with new or other types of 

input devices like the Wii remote, touch screens, webcams, or the headband to enter commands 

using thoughts? 

 

6) How much were you able to discern between the different choices of colours available for the 

quad using the 3D Colour Selector, picking one colour over another? 

 

7) How user-friendly or easy to use was the colour selection experience with the 3D colour selection 

model using the video game controller? 

 

8) How intuitive and easy was it to start understanding how to use the 3D colour picker to select the 

new colour for the quad? 

 

9) How useful was it to switch the different viewing positions? 

 

10) How useful were the visual effects in differentiating between different levels? 

 

11) How useful were the visual effects in differentiating between different sections in each level? 
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Please fill in the questionnaire below 

   

 

Are the sound effects useful or annoying when using the 3D colour picker, because of all the clicks?   

 

 

Which other type of devices do you think the 3D colour selection model will work best with? (hand ges-

tures, touch screens, voice commands, eye gaze or eye tracking technology, etc…) 

 

 

Should the 3D control be more simplified to use?  Or should it remain as it is, and be only used by ad-

vanced users? 

 

 

Do you think the 3D colour selector would become easy to use if given proper training? 

 

 

In what ways can the colour selector be improved? 

 

 

Any other suggestions or thoughts? 

 

 

 


